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Step Out at SWFC 
The Wednesday Walk on Thursdays 

Walk 120 – Fox Hagg – 2.2 miles 

Short but quite hilly and rough underfoot in places, this walk is predominantly downhill with a quite steep climb at the 

end.  Not a lot of mud (compared with the Tramlines festival), but not a trainers walk.  Park in the Hallam Rangers car 

park, next to the Sportsman pub on Redmires Road. 

Anticlockwise:  

Leave the car park onto Redmires Road and turn right.  After 500 metres, turn left down a steep, tarmacked track then 

just before the trees turn right on a footpath. 

Follow this path along the top of the woods and as it drops steeply down to arrive at Fox Haggs car park, off Lodge 

Lane, then turn round and take the lower path back through the woods.  Here there are two possible paths; the lowest 

one (leading out of the car park) is flatter but can be very wet, the higher path (which splits off the top path just 

before the steep bit) is rough but less muddy.  Both join up near the stream and the steps up to the main bridlepath, 

so take your pick on the day. 

Once on the bridlepath, turn right and follow it all the way down to the car park at Rivelin Dams, but before getting to 

the road, turn left up a footpath which climbs up through the trees, crossing the main path at the top and eventually 

arriving at the Three Jolly Lads pub.  From there, turn left and follow Redmires Road back to the car park. 

 

Risks: 

• Little bit of road walking – use pavement were you can. 

• Several steep descents, one on loose stones (but with a handrail), others on boulders. 

• Can be muddy (avoidable). 

• Stream crossing, over stones – may be slippery. 


